USS Delphyne 10011.13


Nicke:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><RESUME MISSION><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
::On the Bridge at the Engineering Station, monitoring the away team on the planet::

CO_Grant:
::on the bridge::

CO_Grant:
OPS: Pick up any comms that are interesting?

XO_Lynam:
@::On the planet, walking toward the distant Bradshaw away team::

OPS_Hawkes:
::At OPS on the Bridge, monitoring communications on the Planet, and maintaining an uplink with the AT::

OPS_Hawkes:
CO: Nothing too interesting sir. They don't seem to know what "prime time" is for sir.

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
*Transporter Chief*: stand by I am coming down to relieve you

EO_Merna:
::Walks over to the Master Situation Display and brings up the Class VI probes data up.  Then moves over and brings up the criticle systems of the Delphyne on the second screen.:: Self: Good..  Good. ::Taps a few buttons.::

CMO_Lea:
@::Nods to T'Kar and pulls a cosmetic box out of her sack. Opens it up, touches the lid of a lipstick, and watches the vanity mirror flash into life with statistics and sensors. Hands the "tricorder" to K'Beth:: CSO: The eye shadow trays are the controls.

Nicke:
ACTION: somewhere between the AT and the City.. someone is monitioring the progress of the AT

CO_Grant:
OPS: Do you think their comms are scrambled ?

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
*EO*: Merna, could you give me status report please.

CSO_KBeth:
@::tests the tricorder and finds  that the readings are just a bit off::

XO_Lynam:
@CSO/CMO: Scan the Bradshaw's team as well as the surrounding area.  I have a bad feeling about this.

CO_Grant:
::looks over duty roster::

EO_Merna:
::Quickly taps a few buttons on the secondary display.:: *CEO*: Just a moment sir. ::Taps a few more buttons.::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
(Transporter Chief)*CEO*: aye sir...I am standing by to be relieved

FCO_B`lee:
::sits at his console on the bridge and examines their orbit of the second moon::

EO_Merna:
*CEO*: All systems totally operational sir. ::Smiles and then starts monitoring the Probes status.::

CO_Grant:
*ENs.Salu*: Report to the Bridge on the Double!

SO_Tarrez:
::On the bridge at science station 2::

CMO_Lea:
@::Quietly:: XO: Just about any time we're off the Delphyne is a good time for a bad feeling.

TO_Salu:
*CO_Grant* Aye Aye Captin.

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
CO: Captain permission to leave the bridge...I am gonna take over in transporter room one just in case

TO_Salu:
::walks onto the bridge::

CO_Grant:
CEO: Granted, no mistakes this time

CSO_KBeth:
@XO:Aye sir ::quickly calibrates her tricorder with the CMO's and finds that both are working fine...for now, grins at the CMO's comment::CMO:That's what makes it so fun

TO_Salu:
::walks towards the TAC console::

TO_Salu:
::sits down in front of the TAC console::

OPS_Hawkes:
::notices the TO enter, returns to monitoring communications::

EO_Merna:
::Quickly takes a look at the Master Situation Monitor, looking for any red flashing lights.  Sees none and then runs a fast level 4 diagnostic on the probe and the transporter systems.::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
*EO*: Excellent work ensign....I am on my way to transporter room one...would you start a level one diagnostic on the transporter systems

FCO_B`lee:
::sees a new face on the bridge ... a new ... female .... one::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
CO: Understood sir

TO_Salu:
::Pays no attention to the other crew and continues working on the console tapping buttons::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
::relinquishes his station and proceeds to the TL:: Computer: Transporter room one

CO_Grant:
TO: Welcome to the Bridge , ENS, Scan the system for other ships or any danger to our AT

EO_Merna:
*CEO*: Aye sir.  I just ran a level 5 on them and everything is fine.  ::Taps a few buttons, starting the Level 1 diagnostic on the transporter sytems.:: Done sir. ::Smiles::

CMO_Lea:
@CSO: Sure, sure...  ::Accepts her tricorder back and continues scans, thinking::

TO_Salu:
CO: Aye Captain.

TO_Salu:
::Scans the system for other ships::

XO_Lynam:
@::Continues to search the surrounding area with his eyes as they approach the other away team::

CO_Grant:
FCO: Do you have an emergency course available for this ship or a runabout prepared?

SO_Tarrez:
::continues to scan for Dr. Meek's and his team::

CO_Grant:
FCO: by emergency course I mean to the planet

TO_Salu:
CO: No other ships in the system as far as scans show.

EO_Merna:
::Monitors the intermediate readouts of the level 1 diagnostic on the transporter systems.:: *CEO*: Looking good so far sir. ::Taps another sequence of buttons logging the data.:: Just a little while more sir and it'll be done.

CO_Grant:
TO: acknowledged.

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
::Arrives in Transporter room one::

FCO_B`lee:
::spins in his chair towards the CO:: CO: Why, yes, Captain ... I thought it would be an excellent idea to actually do my job this evening and be prepared for the the possibility of an emergency. Course is laid in...

Nicke:
ACTION: as the AT moves through the grasses........one of them......commander lynam...disapears

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
::relieves transporter chief bobbles of his post::

CO_Grant:
FCO: I am delighted to hear you are so well prepared Mr.B'lee.

OPS_Hawkes:
CO: Shall we have a runnabout standing by for an emergency rescue sir?

CMO_Lea:
@::Figures that the scientists are either being held against their will by lifeforms, trapped by some inanimate objects, or defected.  Turns to Commander Lynam:: XO: Sir...  ::Looks around blankly::

TO_Salu:
::continues tapping buttons on her console::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
CO: Bridge I have lost the Commanders signal...::taps controls on the panel::

FCO_B`lee:
::turns back to his console wondering what kind of self respecting pilot would not have such a course laid in::

SO_Tarrez:
CO: My scans so that the XO is no long with the AT.

CO_Grant:
OPS: Yes, co-ordinate with FCO

CSO_KBeth:
@::looks up to see the XO has disappeared:: All: Hey, did anyone see where the XO went?

OPS_Hawkes:
CO: Aye sir.

EO_Merna:
::Continues to monitor the Level 1 diagnostic on the transporters and then looks over at the criticle systems of the Delphyne.::

CMO_Lea:
@::Taps her commbadge:: *XO*:Commander Lynam? I've lost visual contact with you sir..

CO_Grant:
SO: Can you double check that on Mr.Lynam?

EO_Merna:
*CEO*: What about the Class VI probe sir?  Shall I run a level 1 on it? Or will you handle it?

OPS_Hawkes:
FCO: Please have a runnabout on standbye notice for a rescue.

Nicke:
ACTION:CMO Lea disapears

CMO_Lea:
@::Looks to K'Beth warily::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
*EO*: Proceed at your discreetion mr merna

CO_Grant:
::Hmmmmmm::

OPS_Hawkes:
COMM:AT: Report! I am losing your signals!

CSO_KBeth:
@::walks over to the spot where she last saw the commander:: CMO: Did you see him....::turns and sees the CMO has vanished ::Damn!

OPS_Hawkes:
CO: We are losing the AT Signals. First Lynam dropped off, then Lea!

CO_Grant:
OPS,TO,SO: Is any one left?

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
*CO*: orders sir...?

SO_Tarrez:
CO: Now I am missing CMO

SO_Tarrez:
CO: Recommend emergency beam out

FCO_B`lee:
::growls:: OPS: It is...

EO_Merna:
::Sees some of the transporter signals disappear and wonders.  Then stops the level 1 in progress.::

OPS_Hawkes:
COMM:XO ,LEA: Can you read me? I have lost your signal.

CSO_KBeth:
@*XO/CMO*: Commander, CMO...can you hear me?

CO_Grant:
SO: Do you have a lock on anyone there?

Nicke:
ACTION: rest of the AT one by one disapears

XO_Lynam:
@::Appears in a dark cave.::

OPS_Hawkes:
::Sees the other comm signals go dead.::

CO_Grant:
OPS: try to beam out CSO

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
*CO* Bridge I no longer have transporter lock on any of the away team....their gone sir....no malfuction in the targetting scanners

Nicke:
ACTION : the DEL is unable to lock onto any of the AT members

TO_Salu:
CO:There just disappearing Captain.

OPS_Hawkes:
COMM: AT: CSO, Xo, CMO, :Anyone please respond! ::Static::

CO_Grant:
TO,SO,OPS: cease transportation effort

EO_Merna:
::Raises his eyebrow as he sees all of the transporter locks disappear.:: *CEO*: They've disappeared Ross! ::Starts checking the transporter systems.::

OPS_Hawkes:
CO: Sorry sir. Nothing! I will boost our gain!

FCO_B`lee:
::sighs in frustration and leans an elbow on the flight control console::

CO_Grant:
OPS: COntact the Bradshaw, ask if their team has seen ours

XO_Lynam:
@*CSO/CMO*: Can you hear me?  Away team report.

TO_Salu:
::Stops looking at the console in disbelief wondering where all the signals went::

OPS_Hawkes:
CO: Aye sir

EO_Merna:
::Looks over at the Master Situation Monitor, then turns back to his console wondering what happened.::

Nicke:
ACTION: AT find themselves along with the Bradshaw AT in a  "holding room"  in what appears to be an underground site

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
*EO* merna increase power to the targeting scanners, see if we can use the probe to increase our scanner range

OPS_Hawkes:
COMM:Bradshaw: Can you detect your AT and ours. We have lost contact with our At.

Nicke:
COMM: Delphyne: we have lost all contact.

SO_Tarrez:
::starts pushing buttons rapidly trying to find the AT::

EO_Merna:
::Quickly increases the power to the targetting scanners.:: *CEO*: Ross.. Done!

OPS_Hawkes:
COMM: Bradshaw: Understood. We will keep trying. If you have any ideas, please share them, ok.

CO_Grant:
TO,SO: There might be a cloaked or hidden facility on the planet, Search for anything unsual like a spot that reads to perfectly and doesn't change with terrain or weather on the planet

XO_Lynam:
@::Looks around and sees the other members of his team, as well as another Federation team::

OPS_Hawkes:
CO: Bradshaw reports her AT is missing also.

CSO_KBeth:
@::lands with a thump next to some of the Bradshaw AT members.  Sees the other members of her team scattered about the room::XO/CMO: Are you all right?

TO_Salu:
CO: Aye Aye Captin.

EO_Merna:
::Boosts the power a bit more.:: *CEO*:  Boosting power a bit more.  ::Thinks of how to try to find them.  Takes a guess.:: Ross?  How about using the SRS/LRS scanners..  Maybe they were pulled away somewhere...

XO_Lynam:
@CSO: Yes, how about you?

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
::tries to get a transporter lock by running a thermal signature scan::

CMO_Lea:
@::Looks around and spots Commander Lynam, T'Kar, and other familiar members:: CSO: I think so..  ::Removes the medical cosmetic case from her sack and begins scanning the other members of the team::

CO_Grant:
OPS: Ask the Bradshaw if any areas near that village were off -limits to visitors

OPS_Hawkes:
CO: Aye sir.

TO_Salu:
::Taps away at her console waiting for the scan to be complete::

CSO_KBeth:
@::rubs her derriere where she landed::XO:Except for a bruised, ahem, ego...I'm fine.

XO_Lynam:
@::Approaches the Bradshaw's team::

OPS_Hawkes:
COMM: Bradshaw: Were any areas near that villiage off limits to visitors? Over.

Nicke:
COMM: Delphyne: all readings show no sign of either team.. 

EO_Merna:
::Looks over to his secondary console and watches the automated diagnostics run, then focuses on the Probes' systems and the transporter systems.::

CO_Grant:
SO: any buildings or caves in that area?

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
::gets a fix on their the Away teams last known position::

CSO_KBeth:
@::starts to scan the room/area where they are but the readings just bounce off of the walls and echo back::

OPS_Hawkes:
::Monitors planet comms more intently::

FCO_B`lee:
CO: Captain, we do have the two teams last known coordinates ... a low fly over might give our sensors a better glimpse of the area.

SO_Tarrez:
CO: Yes sir.

CO_Grant:
FCO: we need more data

SO_Tarrez:
::begins scanning caves::

FCO_B`lee:
::drums his fingers mindlessly on the edge of the flight control console nodding to himself::

XO_Lynam:
@Brad AT: Hello there.  Who's in command?

TO_Salu:
::wonders if she could do anything further to increase the crews knowledge about whats going on::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
*CO*: I have rechecked and checked again the transporter targeting scanners as well as our SRS and LRS no malfunction sir....

CMO_Lea:
@::Walks over to the forcefield and gingerly touches it with her hand::

EO_Merna:
::Runs a quick level 5 diagnostic on the Emitter padd Array of the transporter systems.::

CO_Grant:
SO: Can we get some neutrinoes form Main Engineering? We could send a burst of neutrinoes through that area to see if that will detect a cloaking system. If that does not work then search for tachyons

EO_Merna:
::Looks at the read outs.:: Self: Working fine.. ::Taps another set of buttons.::

Nicke:
ACTION: the ATs look around the area. tricorders read levels of a inert compound that lines the walls around them. Probably natural. which also prevents signals from escaping

SO_Tarrez:
CO: Checking.

CO_Grant:
*CEO*: acknowledged, can you have some neutrinoes available to send through deflector grid?

FCO_B`lee:
::maintains orbit ... is always amazed when everyone else is busiest he has nothing to do::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
*CO*: excellent idea sir....yes, give me and my staff a few moments to make some adjustments...

SO_Tarrez:
*CEO*: _Can we get some neutrinoes form Main Engineering?

CSO_KBeth:
@::walks up to one of the Bradshaw AT members::Brad AT Sci guy: My sensor readings are just bouncing back.  How about yours?

EO_Merna:
::Starts another set of level 5 diagnostics on the scanner arrays.:: Self: Hmm....

CMO_Lea:
@::Watches her hand get deflected back with quite a little zap of energy. Flinches, then peers out into the darkness trying to make out anything::

XO_Lynam:
@CSO/CMO: I hear those tricorders chirping like a nest of robins.  What have you found?

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
*SO*: already on it....

TO_Salu:
::Taps some more flashing buttons on her console::

EO_Merna:
::Preapares some neutrinoe emissions.:: Self: There.

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
*EO*: merna, we are gonna try and decloak any cloaking field around our away team with neutrino's...standy by for a ten sec release from the deflector grid

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
*CO*: Captain ready sir

CO_Grant:
OPS: Warn the Bradshaw about the neutrinoes, two ships might work together to detect the signals

CSO_KBeth:
@XO: Nothing.  All of the readings are echoning back.  It's telling me that we are stuck somewhere within a forcefield ::grins:: sorry XO, I'll try and boost the gain.

OPS_Hawkes:
CO: Aye sir.

EO_Merna:
*CEO*: Aye Ross.  Ready sir. ::Makes sure that everything is ready.::

SO_Tarrez:
*CEO*: When you get it send a brust to the AT last know area.

CMO_Lea:
@XO: We all seem to be in relatively good health. I can't get any readings from beyond this room. I'm going to search for any means for fresh oxygen to be delivered to the room, aside from through the forcefield when deactivated.  If there is some sort of vent, we may be able to get out through there.

EO_Merna:
Self: Yes.

CO_Grant:
SO, *CEO*: GO ahead and send the neutrinoes

OPS_Hawkes:
COMM:Bradshaw: Be advised we are planning a focused neutrino burst. Watch your sensors.

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
*CO*: Releasing the neutrino's.....now

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
::taps the controls::

EO_Merna:
::Makes a quick prayer so that this works.::

SO_Tarrez:
::Prepoares scans for tachyons::

Nicke:
ACTION: the sound of footsteps echo through the corridors and get louder as they move closer tot he location of the ATs

Nuevas:
@::coughs as she wakes up from the floor seeing the others::

XO_Lynam:
@CSO/CMO: Very well.


SO_Tarrez:
::Scanning for tachyons::

FCO_B`lee:
::angles the ship slightly to give the best angle for the tachyon bursts;:

TO_Salu:
::looks for anything unusual readings on her console::Self:Nothing ::sighs::


CSO_KBeth:
@All: Wait a minute...do you hear that?

EO_Merna:
::Checks on the status of the Probe.  Then smiles as its working fine.::

XO_Lynam:
@ALL: Be ready.  let's see what we're up against.

Nuevas:
@::rubs her head, she has a bump the size of Guam on her noggin::

CO_Grant:
*CEO*: Good job now I hope that works

Nicke:
ACTION: several men are seen approaching the at

CSO_KBeth:
@::turns her tricorder toward where the footsteps are coming from but still gets nothing::

OPS_Hawkes:
SO: Can you sense the AT empathetically at all?

CMO_Lea:
@::Nods to K'Beth, then notices the waking Bradshaw (She assumes) officer.  Walks over and kneels beside her:: Nuevas: How do you feel?  ::Runs a stick of lipstick up and down the air in front of her::

SO_Tarrez:
CO: No tachyons sir.

EO_Merna:
::Monitors the ships criticle systems, while keeping a close eye on the Probe and the transporter systems hoping that they get a scanner lock.:: Self: Come on!!!

TO_Salu:
::Glances at the EO smiles then quickly looks back to her station watching the readings::

Nuevas:
@::Stands up leaning against the wall for support:: CMO: HWat *are* you doing with that lipstick ::looks at her like she is a nut::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
*EO*: Merna, ok....recalibrate the deflector to operating standards...

FCO_B`lee:
::sits at the front of the bridge watching the view screen::

CSO_KBeth:
@Quietly while remembering the last time strange men approached XO:I don't like this...

EO_Merna:
*CEO*: On it. ::Starts to recalibrate the delflector, and sends a team to make sure that its done right.::

CO_Grant:
SO: acknowledged

CMO_Lea:
@::Almost smiles, and taps at the purple eyeshadow tray twice, replaces the lipstick, and closes the cosmetic box:: Neuvas: It's supposed to be a "Disguised" medical tricorder.

Nicke:
ACTION: the forcefield drops as the men approach the AT ...two men for each member of the AT... with out saying a word. take them by the arm and begin escorting them away from the area

EO_Merna:
::Checks on the status of the deflector grid and smiles.:: *CEO*: Done Ross.

Nuevas:
@CMO: Oh I see ::looks at the others:: Who are you, anyway?

XO_Lynam:
@::Jerks his arm free::  MEN: Now wait just a minute, where are you taking us and who are you?

SO_Tarrez:
::scans caves looking for any unatural occurences::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
::still in the Transporter room with no one to beam up:: *EO*: Good work

Nicke:
ACTION: the men remain stoic and unresponsive to questions...only grab them and escort them

CMO_Lea:
@::Looks with shock as the 'men' start to drag them away.  "Sits down" like a child throwing a temper-tantrum, determined someone would have to carry her to get to budge an inch:: Men: Just where do you think you are taking us?

CSO_KBeth:
@::breaks away from the men:: Men: Get your hands off of me

Nuevas:
@:tries to jerk her arm away:: Men: Let go!

FCO_B`lee:
::thinks a few photon torpedoes across the bow of the Bradshaw would probably get them some answers::

TO_Salu:
::Keeps tapping away at her console::

EO_Merna:
*CEO* Thanks.  ::Sighs a bit then checks some other systems.:: Ross?  ::Sighs:: I'm out of ideas...

Nicke:
@ACTION:the men give hypos to the ATs rendering them weak

CSO_KBeth:
@::digs her heels in and starts swinging::Men: You didn't say please....

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
*EO*: ::straches his head:: me too

CMO_Lea:
@::Holds tightly to the strap of her sack, wrapping it quickly about her neck and shoulder so it won't fall off. Makes no move to move on her only, being practically dragged::

Nuevas:
@::frowns at the CSO:: <W>: Oh stop you will get yourself killed

EO_Merna:
::Smiles.:: *CEO*: How about moving the probe closer to their last position??

EO_Merna:
::Quickly brings up the data on the Class VI probe.::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
*EO*: Merna....hummmI don't thinl that would have any effect...the away team is just somewhere that we cant get a signal through too

CO_Grant:
OPS: Does the Bradshaw know of any hidingplaces on that planet near the at's?

FCO_B`lee:
::wonders if the First Contact Team's "Duck Blind" is still operational::

Nuevas:
@::Stops fighting it, instead lifts her feet an inch off of the ground so they have to carry her full weight, 125 pounds::

EO_Merna:
::Sighs:: *CEO*: Yes.. Your probably right. ::Wonders as he looks over the ships systems.:: Hmm...

CSO_KBeth:
@::still weakly struggling::Nueva: The last time this happened wasn't too pleasent...

OPS_Hawkes:
COMM: Bradshaw: do you know of any 'hiding places' on the planet that could account for our missing crews?

SO_Tarrez:
*CEO*: Was there any evidence to support the theory that the planet's AT was transported some where?

FCO_B`lee:
::turns slightly in his chair:: CO: Captain ... what if the Lisseppians are using our own Duck Blind against us?

Nuevas:
@::thinks.. last time? and gives her a sad face::

Nicke:
COMM: Delphyne: im sorry no we have no such data. but ....forwarding an intersting log found in dr.meeks file

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
*SO*: hold on let me check the transporter sensor logs....

TO_Salu:
::taps away at her console::

CO_Grant:
FCO: YOu mean this moon?

CO_Grant:
TO: Moniter the power station on 3rd moon as well please

CMO_Lea:
@::Crosses her legs beneath her, following Nuevas' example, and tiredly looks over to her, with a frightningly 'nostalgic' look:: Nuevas: How long have you been here?

OPS_Hawkes:
COMM:Bradshaw: Understood. Thank you we are receiving your file.

TO_Salu:
CO:Aye Sir.

FCO_B`lee:
CO: No sir, the First Contact Team's Duck Blind ... we wouldn't be able to scan it if our away team was there ...  ::shrugs, it's just an idea::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
::looks at the transporter trace signal patterns just before the disappearance of the Away team::

CO_Grant:
OPS: display this interesting file

CSO_KBeth:
@::tries to swing again but misses as it is hard to raise her arms...growls at the men carrying/dragging her along and realizes that she isn't too intimidating with her head lolling about::

TO_Salu:
::sighs:: ::Looks at the console now reading the 3rd moon::

Nuevas:
@::shrugs:: CMO: I do not know ::looks up at the guards dragging her:: CMO: Maybe days.. maybe weeks, I feel as if I have been drugged

OPS_Hawkes:
CO: Aye sir? ::displays file on main viewer::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
*SO*: negative....no luck...I am not reading any residue trace of another transporter being used

EO_Merna:
::Starts to look over the sensor logs while monitoring the probe and the criticle systems of the ship.::

SO_Tarrez:
OPS: should we put that file in a protected box so to speak.

FCO_B`lee:
::shrugs and turns back to his console::

XO_Lynam:
@Nuevas: That would be the effects of the drugs they just gave us.  Have you seen Dr. meeks?

CMO_Lea:
@::Rubs her neck while being hauled through the corridor/cavern:: Nuevas: Then my guess is, you have been.  I am Doctor Julian Lea of the U.S.S. Delphyne.   ::Waits to hear who she is::

SO_Tarrez:
::remembering what happen the last time the del got files from the Bradshaw::

OPS_Hawkes:
SO: Good idea.::Downloads the file into a couple of padds for separate storage.::

EO_Merna:
::Looks for anything unusaul about the sensor logs in conjunction with the AT's disappearance.:: Self: We should have something in these logs...

Nuevas:
@XO:No I have not ::looks scared::

CSO_KBeth:
@::tries to bite the man holding her on the right but yawns instaed::

EO_Merna:
::Studies all the logs very closely.:: Self: Hmm..

CO_Grant:
TO,SO: any sign of locals bringing in transportation like trucks or carts to the area near the AT's last  position?

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
::taps various commands into the transporter console::

Nicke:
ACTION: the crew is taken to a large open "lab" and placed on respective bio beds... they can see others on other beds.. in stasis or waht appears to be stasis as they are covered with a body bubble

FCO_B`lee:
::adjusts the Delphyne's orbit slightly::

CMO_Lea:
@::Seeming thoughtful. Half speaks to herself...:: I wonder where they got ahold of StarFleet issue hyposprays...  ::Yawns and looks up at one of the two guys dragging her along:: Men: Are we nearly there? Whereever there is..

TO_Salu:
::Taps some buttons on her console and waits::

Nuevas:
@::struggles again:: <W> Name is Mary Nueveas ::pip shows she is but an ensign in gold::

FCO_B`lee:
::feels a cold chill cross over him ... like how he feels when he's is sickbay ... shudders::

EO_Merna:
::Looks over the logs and wonders.:: Self: Nothing! ::Sighs and starts another series of level 4 diagnostics on the ship and the probe.::

XO_Lynam:
@::Struggles harder, has no wish to have a second chance at being vivasected::

Nicke:
ACTION: after they are drugged further a few other men approach the teams. the leader appears to be Dr. Meeks.

SO_Tarrez:
CO: i have been unable to detect any, but I am not trusting my sensor that much.

EO_Merna:
*CEO*: I just got through checking the sensor logs.  I was trying to find anything out of the norm.  ::Sighs:: Nothing...

Nuevas:
@::tries not to cry in front of the others::

CMO_Lea:
@::Looks around the room and at the beds with extremely wide, terrified eyes, then shakes her head and lies back on the biobed limp:: Self: Why why why?

CSO_KBeth:
@::looks around and sees the rest of the AT on the beds::self: Great...just great..I am NOT liking this planet any more!!

CO_Grant:
SO: acknowledged

TO_Salu:
CO:I found nothing on the scans Captain.

CO_Grant:
::hmmmm::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
*EO*: merna would you come down to TR1 I wanna conduct a manual scan on the transporter system.....just in case of a malfunction

CO_Grant:
TO: acknowledged

Nicke:
<Meeks> ::strolls over to commander lynams bio bed and smiles:: well hello there commander. And how are you? Welcome to my laboratory <grins>

XO_Lynam:
@Meeks: (Grogilly) Ahhhh, Dr. Meeks I presume.....we're here to rescue you....::Chuckles::

OPS_Hawkes:
::Continues monitoring communications::

EO_Merna:
::Looks over at the Master Situation Monitor, doesn't see any red flashing lights.:: Self: At least everythings running fine.

FCO_B`lee:
::adjusts the deflector to compensate for a particularly thick pocket of spatial gases in their orbital plane::

Nuevas:
@::recognises Meeks and lets out a gasp::

CSO_KBeth:
@::looks up and sees the men::Men:Hey...let us out of here...you patak!

CO_Grant:
OPS: The locals depend on that power plant on the 3rd moon for all advanced technology right?

CMO_Lea:
@::Almost looks restful for a moment, then sits up and slowly loosens her sack. Looks inside it wondering if she still has that VCR-remote phaser, or if it fell out::

OPS_Hawkes:
CO: I believe so sir.

Nicke:
@<meeks>::Smiles:: yes. Rescue me? As you can see I am in no need of rescue. ::still smiling insanely:: and what ship do you hail from commander?

CO_Grant:
OPS: They could survive a temporary power outage without thinking it was external diaster right?

Nuevas:
@::bites her lip as she tires ot figure out how to get out of this.. bubble::

XO_Lynam:
@Meeks: ::Drifting in and out of consiousness::  Ohhhhhh, a verrrry niice one actually....

OPS_Hawkes:
CO: That is possible sir. They probably experience intermintent problems with storms, etc.

Nicke:
@<meeks> ::laughs softly at the commander:: you just rest. WE'llhave you fixed up in no time.. ::waves to an assistant::

TO_Salu:
::taps away at her console looking at all the little flashing lights::

CO_Grant:
:hmmm::

EO_Merna:
::Wracks his brain trying to think of something to get a lock on the AT.:: Self: That looks good to.  ::Turns to the main console and looks over the probes data.::

FCO_B`lee:
::perks up as he thinks he is following the CO's drift::

CSO_KBeth:
@::looks over at Meeks and wonders why everything is so fuzzy::

Nuevas:
@::gulps in air and tries to turn over to see if there are any controls behind her on the table::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
*EO*: merna report to TR1 please....and bring a hyper spanner sub scanner

CMO_Lea:
@::Rumages in her deep sack some more, tossing aside several different items, and finally spotting the phaser at the very bottom of her sack:: Self: Figures... ::Reaches deep into the bag::

SO_Tarrez:
*CEO*: Is there something that we can shoot out into space that would cause a disruption in there power supply from the moon...

CO_Grant:
TO: calculate the smallest amount of phaser energy to disable but not destroy that powerplant, get help from our CEO and SO

SO_Tarrez:
*CEO*: Never mind.

TO_Salu:
CO:Aye Sir.

Nicke:
@<meeks> walks over to each of the team in turn and smiles. ::Sighs:: fine specimens....finnne specimens.  ::to no one in particular:: starfleet definately has some fine fine specimens..

TO_Salu:
::Taps at her console::

CO_Grant:
ALL: we need to shake things up so to give Mr.Lynam a chance to succeed

EO_Merna:
*CEO* Report to Transporter Room 1 with a hyper spanner sub spanner.  Aye.  ::Runs to a tool locker and brings the tools out and then exits ME, heading to TR1.::

SO_Tarrez:
::begins calculating and sends the data to TO::

Nicke:
@<meeks>::hits a button above the CMOs biobed and waves to her::nitey nite

CSO_KBeth:
@Meeks:For what?

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
*SO* we can use our main phasers....

EO_Merna:
::Runs back and grabs a toolkit.:: Self: Just incase. ::Exits ME.::

EO_Merna:
TL: Transporter Room 1.

TO_Salu:
::receives the caculation::

CMO_Lea:
@::Removes the phaser and sets the power level very low. Starts to shoot at the bubble...then collapses::

Nicke:
@<meeks> :;shakes head at the cmo::tsk tsk little one

FCO_B`lee:
::turns in his seat to listen to the CO::

CO_Grant:
FCO: alter our position just enough for a clear shot at power plant

FCO_B`lee:
::grins:: CO: Way ahead of you, Captain ... shifting orbit, now.

EO_Merna:
::Exits TL and enters TR1:: CEO: Here Ross.. ::looks around.::

Nicke:
@<meeks> ::walks to a large display with the readings of all the AT members::

Nuevas:
@::winces as the CMO fails and starts to  pound on her own prison:: Let me out ! ::starts to freak out::

CO_Grant:
OPS: Warn the Bradshaw tell them to if cloaks drop to help beam up personnel

OPS_Hawkes:
CO: AYe sir

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
EO: merna would you take over here I am gonna go back to the bridge and assist them with the phasers

Nicke:
@ACTION:  assistants  push buttons above all the ats biobeds ... knocking them all out

SO_Tarrez:
::prepares scans::

OPS_Hawkes:
COMM:Bradshaw: Be prepared in case any cloaks should drop. ::on coded channel::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
Bridge: A 500terawatts blast should be enough

Nuevas:
@::stops in mid freak out ... to.... pass out::

TO_Salu:
::taps at her console waiting for her next orders::

FCO_B`lee:
CO: Captain, we're in position...

Nicke:
COMM: delphyne:    aye delphyne tell us what to do

EO_Merna:
CEO: Aye Ross.

CMO_Lea:
@::Lies on the biobed in a very uncomfortable, akward position that will leave her quite sore when she awakens..if she awakens.::

CSO_KBeth:
@::starts banging too on the bubble cursing in several languages and then collapses still muttering::

CO_Grant:
TO: Target the main Transfer antenna on the 3rd moon. Use the schematic on file

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
::starts moving toward the bridge::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
::Enters the TL::

EO_Merna:
::Sets his toolkit down and looks over the console.::

OPS_Hawkes:
COMM:Bradshaw: Be prepared to transport any AT signals you find.

CO_Grant:
TO: use a weakend phaser setting, no permanent damage

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
Computer: Main Bridge

CO_Grant:
TO: Ready?

XO_Lyna has entered the conversation

FCO_B`lee:
::watches for any sign from the planet that they've been spotted::

CO_Grant:
SO: scan for effects

SO_Tarrez:
CO: Aye

Nicke:
ACTION: in a far corner unseen by the others lays the bodies of Dr. Meeks and his team

XO_Lynam has left the conversation

CO_Grant:
OPS: any comm to worry about?

XO_Lyna has been made a speaker

Nuevas:
@::drools in her sleep::

OPS_Hawkes:
CO: Nothing unusual or interesting sir.

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
:: enters onto the bridge looking over at all the faces nods at the captain, and takes his station at the engineering console::

EO_Merna:
::Makes minor adjustments to the transporter control panel.:: Self: There. ::Checks his work.:: Great!

CO_Grant:
CEO: Help the TO with settings based on your knowledge of power plants, no permanent damage

XO_Lyna has changed to XO_Lynam

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
CO: Aye sir...::Walks over to the TO::

FCO_B`lee:
::cringes at the thought of no permanent damage ... would rather just blow the place to hell::

OPS_Hawkes:
::Makes sure Tac has power for phasers, and Sensors and transporters are powered also::

TO_Salu:
::smiles at the CEO::

CO_Grant:
SO: Be on the lookout for something that is not right on planet or in orbit

CO_Grant:
TO:FIRE

EO_Merna:
::Scans the planet for the AT.:: Self: They've got to be there somewhere.

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
TO: OK....well how about a 100 tertawatt blast that should be enough

CMO_Lea:
@::Sighs::

FCO_B`lee:
::hears the fire order and waits for the phaser discharge::

TO_Salu:
CEO:Aye ::taps away at her console adjusting to the settings the CEO asked for::

TO_Salu:
::Fires the phasers::


OPS_Hawkes:
::Begins to monitor comms for effect the power outtage may have.::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
::smiles back at TO::

EO_Merna:
::Tries another scan for the AT.:: Self: Hmm.

Nicke:
ACTION: power levels fluctuate in the cave... 

TO_Salu:
CEO:There...::looks up at the CEO:: All done.

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
::wanders back over to his engineering station and sits down::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
TO: good work, now fire

CO_Grant:
SO: Trace the powr outage, look for trunk lines going to other than usual buildings

EO_Merna:
::Sighs.:: Self: They're there somewhere..


CSO_KBeth:
@::dreams that she is scuba diving on Risa.  Starts to smile and giggle in her sleep::

EO_Merna:
::Brings up the probes data.::

FCO_B`lee:
::sees the phaser discharge and immediately begins moving the ship:: CO: Phasers have discharged ... moving us back out of sight behind the moon again...

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
::trying to read the scans coming from the moon::

SO_Tarrez:
::scanning:: CO: I detect nothing new sir ::feeling a growing sense of discourgement::

Nicke:
@ACTION: lynams biobed loses power and he begins to come to

CO_Grant:
FCO: acknowledged

EO_Merna:
::Takes a quick peak at the ships status on the secondary console.::

CMO_Lea:
@::Shudders in her sleep, tosses slightly in the bubble, and shivers::

Nuevas:
@::scratches her ankle in her sleep.. she dreams ants are crawling up her leg::

CO_Grant:
SO: don't give up, Mr.Lynam is plucky when he has to be

EO_Merna:
::Orders some Engineers to perform their normal duties while looking closely at the TR status.::

Nicke:
@ACTION: one by one power levels to the bio beds decrease... bringing the AT members to consciousness

XO_Lynam:
@::Slowly begins to awaken, struggles to reach the small phaser in the pouch on his belt.::

SO_Tarrez:
CO: Aye sir

CSO_KBeth:
@::now is dreaming that she is back at SB 191 in the bar.  Starts to sing:: <singing> We're driving in my car...

SO_Tarrez:
CO: Sir, I am detect that more power is being drain in one area than another.

Nuevas:
@::Groans as she tries to regain consciousness::

EO_Merna:
::Looks over at the transporter chamber while trying to think of a way to get a lock on the AT.::

XO_Lynam:
@::Pulls the "pocket knife" out of the belt pouch and rolls clumsilly off the table as the force field vanishes::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
:: trying to find the AWAY TEAM::

CO_Grant:
SO: TO : confirm?

CSO_KBeth:
@::wakes up slowly to hear herself sing::<singing>:I turn on the radioooo....

OPS_Hawkes:
CO: Sir, no indications yet from comms that the lisseppians are associating the power flux with a hostile or unnatural occurrance.

CMO_Lea:
@::Slowly begins to regain consciousness, shivering all the while.  Blinks her eyes and looks around at the blurry room::

OPS_Hawkes:
::Continues monitoring::

FCO_B`lee:
::hears Hawkes and thinks that is a VERY good thing::

Nuevas:
@::turns to CSO: CSO:You are singing? ::somehow it makes her feel better::

EO_Merna:
Self: If their signals were weak enough...  By moving the probe closer..  We just might pick them up.

XO_Lynam:
@::Hits the floor and sits up, looking around the room::

CO_Grant:
FCO: Have the shuttlebay crew start prepping that runabout! YOu might be leading the Rescue

FCO_B`lee:
::nods:: CO: Captain, the runabout is still standing by...

Nicke:
ACTION: dr.meeks and his "assistants" begin scrambling about 

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
::Cringes at that thought::

SO_Tarrez:
CO: There seems to be a power drain/surge near where the at disapeard though there is no buildings/etc that would account for it.

CO_Grant:
SO:Isolate the area

CO_Grant:
OPS: ALert the Bradshaw, have them standing by

CSO_KBeth:
@::hears noise from the XO and starts to jump from the bio-bed::Nuevas: Yeah, I seem to be doing that a lot ::grins:: and falls down as her legs give way

OPS_Hawkes:
CO: Aye sir

SO_Tarrez:
CO: Aye  ::Begins isolating::

CMO_Lea:
@::Blinks again and thinks she realizes where she is...but isn't sure. She could be somewhere else..::

Nuevas:
@CMO:pstttttt something must be wrong..they do not look to happy ::nods at them scrurring around::

CO_Grant:
::Hmmmm::

XO_Lynam:
@ALL: (Shouts): Up and at 'em Starfleet!  This is our only chance!

OPS_Hawkes:
COMM:BRadshaw: We are preparing a rescue mission. Stand by. Keep scanning for AT Signals.

EO_Merna:
::Mills about wondering what to do.  Then stands at attention at the console.::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
:: wonders if he will have to accompany the FCO::

CMO_Lea:
@::Knows one think for certain, that she needs to get out of here. Looks over to Nuevas and speaks quietly:: Nuevas: I'll take that as a good thing... let's go.  ::Picks up her tricorder and cuts open her bubble::

Nuevas:
@Aloud: yikes! ::jumps up off the bed::

CSO_KBeth:
@::sees feet scrambling in front of her nose and reaches out and grabs an ankle::Assistant: Not so fast Happy....I gotta bone to pick with you...

CO_Grant:
SO: Can you identify what is on that spot on the ground?

CMO_Lea:
@::Cringes:: XO: __Please__ ...  ::Whispers:: Keep it down...

EO_Merna:
::Runs a series of remote diagnostics on the ship.::

XO_Lynam:
@::Sees A group of bodies in the corner::

FCO_B`lee:
::checks with the shuttlebay to make sure the Tigre is in the ready position prepped for launch::

CMO_Lea:
@::Tosses the phaser back into her sack and swings her legs out over the biobed:: Nuevas: Are you all right?

XO_Lynam:
@::Sets phaser to heavy stun and commences firing::

Nuevas:
@::looks form CMO to XO to decide if they should be quiet or loud.. decides ot make a run for the door to find help::

SO_Tarrez:
CO: No sir.

Nicke:
jACTION: as lynam begins firing the "assistants" being dropping to the floor

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
:: listening to the communications on the bridge waiting for orders::

Nuevas:
@CMO: Yep... have a curling iron in their with that makeup? ::grins as she looks for a weapon..anyhting to use::

CMO_Lea:
@::Blinks, and takes off after Nuevas:: Nuevas: Wait!

CSO_KBeth:
@::scarmbles to her feet and starts to grab white coated assistants and throwing them toward Lynman::XO: Here you missed a few!

EO_Merna:
::Finishes the remote diagnostics and smiles as everything seems to be fine.:: Self: I hope something happens soon.

SO_Tarrez:
CO: I can not isolate the spot.

CO_Grant:
FCo: move us into position to support fire on the planet now

Nuevas:
@::stops:: CMO: Wait for what? To be killed?

XO_Lynam:
@::Sec Team: Come on you guys, sleep on your own time.  ::Gets to his feet and looks for the fake Dr. Meeks::

Nicke:
@ACTION: DR. MEeks begins firing on the AT

FCO_B`lee:
::nods and executes the command:: CO: Aye sir ... moving ... gonna put us over the SO's coordinates...

CO_Grant:
FCO: then you may go to the Tigre and take some SEC personell with you . You may take engineers if needed

Nuevas:
@::hits the deck::

XO_Lynam:
@:CMO/Nuevas: You two, set up the transport enhancers....if they're here.

FCO_B`lee:
::brings the Delphyne swooping down towards the atmoshpere::

CMO_Lea:
@Nuevas: As a matter of fact... ::Tosses her the TV remote and grasps her own TV remote carefully:: Nuevas: Here.   We wait for the senior officer, who at the moment, is Commander Lynam.  ::Grabs Nuevas' arm and pulls her down behind a biobed to duck the phaser fire::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
::Thinks to himself oh great::

FCO_B`lee:
::stands from his console and waves a Junior Officer over::

XO_Lynam:
@::Takes cover behind the bio bed.::

SO_Tarrez:
::Continues to scan for any signs of the ATs::

Nuevas:
@::takes the remote and nods at the CMO keeping her head low::

EO_Merna:
::Looks over the automated diagnostics on his console.::

FCO_B`lee:
*EO*: Mister Merna ... meet me in Shuttlebay one on the double. ::heads for the turbolift:: TO: You're with me!

Nicke:
ACTION: lynam moves to the great console that dr meeks was at and finds the site to site transport. viewscreens show the area where the at was taken from as well as other parts of the planet

Nuevas:
@::exaims the remost as phaser fire is directed at them::

CO_Grant:
::Sees the planet fill the viewer:;

CMO_Lea:
@XO: Leave it to us, Commander.     Nuevas: Can you keep us covered with that?  ::Rumages in her sack again for the transport enhancers::

OPS_Hawkes:
::Adds FCO, TO and EO to AT signals to be monitored::

EO_Merna:
*FCO* Aye sir. ::Heads to the shuttle bay.::

CSO_KBeth:
@::finds her phaser on a table and starts to drop assistants covering the XO:: Assistants: This...::fire:: is:: fire:: for ::fire:: putting me in ::fire:: another stupid ::fire:: biobed!!

XO_Lynam:
@COMM:Delphyne: Can you read me?

FCO_B`lee:
::rushes over to the turbolift as a junior officer takes the flight controls ... holds the door for the TO::

OPS_Hawkes:
::Preps shuttle bay doors for opening::

TO_Salu:
FCO:Yes Sir. ::walks towards FCO::

EO_Merna:
*CEO*: Im reporting to the FCO in shuttlebay one sir. ::Arrives in shuttle bay 1.::

Nuevas:
@CMO: Yes... ::aims at the enemy and begins to fire from the floor::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
*EO*: understood merna...good luck

FCO_B`lee:
::waits for her to join him in the turbolift:: TL: Shuttlebay One...

EO_Merna:
::Talks to an Engineer and makes sure that the shuttles are flight ready.::

CSO_KBeth:
@XO:Do you see that Dr Meeks?

TO_Salu:
::walks into the tl::

FCO_B`lee:
::rides the lift:: TO: I didn't catch your name, Ensign?

XO_Lynam:
@::tries to get a good look at the console while alternately dodging and firing at Meeks::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
::monitors the ships systems looks around at the skeleton crew on the bridge::

TO_Salu:
FCO:I'm Ens Corianna Salu.

CMO_Lea:
@::Removes three "telescopes" and surveys the room for a safe place to set them up.  Figures right behind Nuevas is the best place:: XO: You want them set up in here?

EO_Merna:
::Walks over to the door as all the shuttlecrafts are totally flight ready.::

OPS_Hawkes:
COMM:XO: We read you! What happened?

Nicke:
ACTION: the man that appeared to be DR. Meeks falls down dead

CO_Grant:
OPS: have Mr.B'lee launch when ready

Nuevas:
@::ducks and then crawls a foot foward to get a better shot::

XO_Lynam:
@CSO: Yes!  he's across the room behind that bio bed.

FCO_B`lee:
::nods:: TO: Lt JG B'lee Staychne ... nice to meet you. ::rushes out of the lift as the doors part and heads for the shuttlebay::

OPS_Hawkes:
COOM:XO: What is the status of your AT?

CSO_KBeth:
@::grins::Good! I'll just go get him....

OPS_Hawkes:
*FCO*:YOU are cleared for launch when ready.

TO_Salu:
::heads towards the shuttlebay after the FCO::FCO:Nice to meet you too.

OPS_Hawkes:
CO: We are picking up Lynam.

SO_Tarrez:
::adds the FCO's AT to the list of people she is trying to keep scans on::

CSO_KBeth:
@::heads over toward the bio-bed::

CO_Grant:
*FCO*: Mr.B'lee when you launch moniter new found comm with XO have him guide you in

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
:: reads a malfunction in one of the warp field containment emitters....but corrects it quickly::

FCO_B`lee:
*OPS*: Understood ... we're at the shuttlebay now. ::rushes in and crosses the floor to the waiting runabout ... looks around for Merna::

EO_Merna:
::Sees Corianna enter the shuttlebay and smiles:: TO:Corianna! ::Pauses and stands at attention.:: FCO: Hello sir.  All shuttles are flight ready sir.

CO_Grant:
OPS: Excellent, pass that data onto Mr.B'lee

XO_Lynam:
@COMM: Del: We have been attacked by unknown assailants.  We are in contact now, send down as many security guys as you can.  Twenty meters from my position there should be a tunnel.  That's your beam in point.

Nuevas:
@::rolls on to her back and moves to get a better shooting angle::

CMO_Lea:
@::Extends one telescope all the way and sets it up, Opens up another one and carefully crosses a phaser-fire-prone spot between biobeds::

OPS_Hawkes:
CO: AYe sir.

TO_Salu:
EO:Kodar!

FCO_B`lee:
::waves the tech away from the runabout:: EO: You're my copilot ... TO: Break out the weapons....

OPS_Hawkes:
*FCO*:We are picking up Lynam's comm again. Monitor that to guide down on.

FCO_B`lee:
::bursts through the door onto the runabout and heads for the cockpit::

XO_Lynam:
@::As the fire slackens, inspects the console more fully::

CO_Grant:
COMM:XO: B'lee is coming with troops on a runabout should be there in a few minutes

TO_Salu:
::follows the FCO::

EO_Merna:
::Smiles at Corianna:: FCO: Aye sir.  ::Enters the runabout and takes a seat.::

TO_Salu:
::smiles back at Kodar::

CSO_KBeth:
@::ducks around the bio-bed and finds Meeks lying dead::Self: Oops...XO:Meeks is dead.  ::starts to examine the body::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
::monitors the shuttle::

FCO_B`lee:
::straps in to the pilots seat on the runabout and sees Merna drop into the seat beside him:: *OPS*: Open them up ... ::fires up the engines::

XO_Lynam:
@COMM:CO: I believe we're underground.  I'm not really sure though.

CO_Grant:
<dutyTAC>: have additional sec detail, 20 persons report to transporter room 1

OPS_Hawkes:
::Opens Shuttlebay doors::

CMO_Lea:
@::Sets up the second transport enhancer and crawls back to the last one::

OPS_Hawkes:
*FCO*:Good luck B'lee!

CO_Grant:
<duttac.>CO: aye sir

EO_Merna:
::Monitors the shuttles systems, then turns to B`lee:: FCO: Everythings looking good.

FCO_B`lee:
EO: Tap into Lynam's coms and put it on speakers...

Nuevas:
@Sees one wiggling in the corner and take dead aim firing twice::

TO_Salu:
FCO: Would you like me to get us some phaser rifles?

SO_Tarrez:
:: begins preparing to keep tabs on 20 more people...shakes her head and sighs::

EO_Merna:
FCO: Aye. ::Links the speakers to Lynams' com.:: Done.

Nicke:
ACTION: all bad guys fall down dead

CMO_Lea:
@::Sets the third one up and tilts a scope, activating the enhancers:: XO: If these will even work, they're ready.

CO_Grant:
*FCO*: look for that tunnel that XO mentioned and more sec detail standing by to help

Nuevas:
@Aloud:Got ya you %4#@*&5

CSO_KBeth:
@::stands up and looks around but all of the assistants are dead or unconcious::XO/Nuevas/CMO:Hold your fire...they're all out...

FCO_B`lee:
::begins to lift the runabout off the deck and fires it out of the bay:: TO: Hang onto something back there...

FCO_B`lee:
#TO: Yes ... break out the weapons locker.

CO_Grant:
Ops: Is B'lee launched yet?

EO_Merna:
#::Checks the shuttles sensors and smiles.::

CSO_KBeth:
@::grins at Nuevas::Nuevas::Nice shootin' Tex!

CMO_Lea:
@::Mentally pats herself on the back for not firing a single shot::

TO_Salu:
::grabs for something to hold onto and falls down on her bottom::

OPS_Hawkes:
CO: Just now sir

Nuevas:
@::stops firing and lays there for a second still shaking:: CSO: k

OPS_Hawkes:
::closes shuttlebay doors::

XO_Lynam:
@::As the fire stops, begins deactivating security and forcefield systems....opens all the doors he can find on the panel....::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
:: keeping himself busy::

TO_Salu:
#FCO:Aye sir ::gets up off the floor grabs some Phaser rifles and brings 3 back::

FCO_B`lee:
#::checks sensors and aligns there flight path with Lynam's comlink:: COM: Delphyne: Captain, we're on our way...

Nuevas:
@::stands:: CSO: Thanks ::feels woozy but tries to pretend she was not scared... :: All in a days work

CMO_Lea:
@::Then gently collapses against the biobed, concentrating on just breathing for a few minutes, with her eyes closed::

XO_Lynam:
@::CMO: Dr. Check for casualties among our side and those on the beds.

TO_Salu:
#EO:Here you are ::hands the rifle to Kodar smiling::

CO_Grant:
COMM:XO: Help is on its way , if the at from the Bradshaw is there , have them contact their ship

OPS_Hawkes:
::Adds runnabour to monitor board::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
::reroutes tactical control to his console just in case seeing there is no duty Tac officer::

SO_Tarrez:
::wonders why she should ever try to keep tabs on everybody...it did not help the first AT::

EO_Merna:
#::Monitors the sensors and locks in the cave.:: TO: Thank you Corianna. ::Takes the phaser and sets it down next to him.::

XO_Lynam:
@CSO: Scan for more inhabitants and set up a perimeter.  Help's on the way.

TO_Salu:
#::sets the phaser next to the FCO::

CO_Grant:
SO: you have sharps eyes MS Tarrez

CMO_Lea:
@::Nods and looks up:: XO: Aye sir..  ::Stands up uncertainly and opens the cosmetic case, getting back to work::

XO_Lynam:
@COMM:Grant: Aye sir.  We are secure here for the moment.

Nuevas:
@::breathes deep gulps of air::XO: Good.. good

FCO_B`lee:
#::flies the runabout fast and loose towards the atmosphere of the planet:: EO/TO: When we hit the atmosphere, it's going to get a little rough... ::puts his foot down on the phaser rifle at his feet to hold it in place::

CO_Grant:
COMM:TIGRE: Godspeed mr.B'lee

TO_Salu:
#::Grabs onto something::

EO_Merna:
#::Checks the shuttles systems once again.  Turns to the FCO and nods, letting him know that everything is fine.:: FCO: Aye..  A bit rough.

XO_Lynam:
@Nueves: Ensign, your ship is worried about you, contact them please.

TO_Salu:
#FCO:Aye sir. ::looks at the EO and grabs onto him instead::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
::wonders what is gonna happen::

OPS_Hawkes:
COMM:XO: It could be just the former TAC in me, but you might want to scan the area for evidence.  There could be legal implications here.

CSO_KBeth:
@XO:Aye sir.  ::points to the sec guys that are just starting to come around on the bio-beds::Sec Guys::Hey, Sleeping Beauties...wakey wakey and come with me.  ::walks toward the entrance::

Nicke:
ACTION: the shuttle moves in on the AT location as the AT finds its way to the surface

Nuevas:
@XO: Aye... sir

FCO_B`lee:
#::comes into contact with the atmosphere which immediately slows the ship to half its previous speed::

XO_Lynam:
@COMM:Hawkes: Oh believe me, we're scanning.

SO_Tarrez:
::continues to montior all ATs glad for the CO encourgement::

EO_Merna:
#::Keeps an eye on the shuttles systems and nods again to the FCO.::

OPS_Hawkes:
::Smiles::

Nuevas:
@::contacts her ship and starts to give a report::

TO_Salu:
#::holds on tight to Kodar::

FCO_B`lee:
#::lands the shuttle on the surface and is barely down before he's out of his chair:: TO: Get that door ... EO: Where is Lynam and his team on sensors!

CMO_Lea:
@::Assists the various Bradshaw officers as they walk up toward the surface.  Lingers to the back of the crowd to keep an eye on any stragglers::

OPS_Hawkes:
::Updates Bradshaw on what's happening::

XO_Lynam:
@ALL: Bring that imposter Meeks and one of his asistants along too.

TO_Salu:
#::Runs and gets the door::

EO_Merna:
#::Indicates where Lynam and the rest of the team are.:: FCO: That way..

Nuevas:
@CMO: Nice to meet you guys..... next time... hmm next time lets do lunch ::smiles as she hands her the remote::

FCO_B`lee:
#::picks up his phaser rifle and checks the charge on it and heads out behind the TO jumping down from the hatch of the runabout::

EO_Merna:
#::Grabs his phaser and quickly exits and takes a defensive posture.::

TO_Salu:
#::Looks at the place where he points and heads out to that direction::

FCO_B`lee:
#All: Let's find our people and bring them home...

SO_Tarrez:
::Begins to wonder why the Bradshaw is not able to help out more...after all they are full of "think they know it all" scienctists::

TO_Salu:
#FCO:Aye Sir, i wouldn't have it any other way, lets pray their still alive and well.

EO_Merna:
#::Smiles with a grin.:: FCO: Yes!  ::Scans the area and heads towards Lynam.::

CMO_Lea:
@Nuevas: Yes..lunch.. ::Still rather dazed, just working mechanically::  Lunch with no phasers needed would be nice.  ::Accepts the remote and tosses it into her sack::

XO_Lynam:
@::Leads his team, with all the evidence they can carry to the surface, ses the runabout nearby::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
::senses what the SO is thinking and laughs out loud a bit::

Nicke:
ACTION: the bradshaw sends its own shuttle to assist

FCO_B`lee:
#::slaps at his combadge as they move out:: COM: Delphyne: We're on the surface and we have Commander Lynam's signal ahead of us ... should have him home in time for dinner, Captain.

EO_Merna:
#::Keeps scanning the area while heading toward Lynam and his team.:: FCO: Just about there.

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
:: looks at sensors and sees the shuttle sent by the bradshaw and then stifiles his laugh::

SO_Tarrez:
::scans show the bradshaw's shuttle:: Self: About time.

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
::nods at the SO::

CO_Grant:
COMM:XO:FCO: Get everybody we need off that planet ASAP before the local officials become to curious

TO_Salu:
#::Keepes a close watch on her, Kodar, and the FCO's surrondings::

XO_Lynam:
@::Waves at B'lee's team as they emerge form the tunnel.

CMO_Lea:
@::Helps one Bradshaw science officer with a broken ankle walk::

FCO_B`lee:
#::sees Lynam dead ahead and waves back:: EO/TO: There!

Nuevas:
@CMO: I will take him off your hands.. our help is arriving ::smiles and assists the wounded officer::

TO_Salu:
#::Goes towards the direction the FCO indicated::

EO_Merna:
#::Cautiously looks around:: FCO: Ahh.  ::Scans the area.::

CSO_KBeth:
@XO: So....we really gotta stop having so much fun on these away missions....everyone else will get jealous ::grins::

XO_Lynam:
@B'lee, I can safely say I never thought I'd say this, but I'm glad to see you Lieutenant.  :;Smiles::

CMO_Lea:
@Nuevas: Thanks... This is what I'm here for, though.

Nicke:
ACTION: the AT and survivors of dr meeks team some still unconscious are helped aboard the shuttles and move off toward the Delphyne and Bradshaw

FCO_B`lee:
#::raises an eyebrow at Lynam and laughs:: XO: I can safely say I hope I never have to hear you say that again ... did you get Meeks?

CO_Grant:
COMM:XO:DOn't leave anybody still alive down in your wonderland

XO_Lynam:
@CSO: Oh I don't know.  I think we deserve this for all our hard work aboard ship.

Nuevas:
@CMO: You look tired.. let me..

EO_Merna:
#::Walks over to Lynam and his team, keeping a look out for any possible hostiles.::

FCO_B`lee:
#EO: Find any wounded and help them back to the runabout...

XO_Lynam:
@FCO: Yes.  Both of them.  ::Motions to the unconsious Meeks and the dead one as well::

OPS_Hawkes:
::Opens shuttle bay doors for AT. Preps brig for any guests they may have::

XO_Lynam:
@COMM:CO: Aye sir.

CO_Grant:
COMM:XO:FCO: Good work people

TO_Salu:
#::follows Kodar and looks at  Lynam and his team::

SO_Tarrez:
::scans for any other "trouble" that might follow or engage the shuttles::

EO_Merna:
#FCO: Aye sir. ::Looks around and assists the wounded back to the runabout.::

FCO_B`lee:
#TO: If they have Meeks, I want you to personally put her into custody and lash her to the deck of the runabout! We're not going to lose her again...

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
::waiting for the return of the away team::

TO_Salu:
#FCO:Aye Sir. ::Nods::

FCO_B`lee:
#::hmmm:: TO: Or in this case, take BOTH of them into custody...

XO_Lynam:
@ALL: You heard the man, verify everyone is out, police up any of our technology and let's get out of here.

CSO_KBeth:
@::dumps one of the assistants bodies on the ground in front of the FCO:: FCO::Here's the other one...

CO_Grant:
*MED*: CHeck out everybody! especially these "specimens" for hidden stuff or genetic  damage

TO_Salu:
#FCO: Aye.

EO_Merna:
#::Goes back and helps a few more wounded into the shuttle.::

CO_Grant:
<med> : *CO*: aye sier

FCO_B`lee:
#CSO: Thanks ... if I didn't know better, I'd think you enjoyed that Madam Klingon. ::winks at her::

CSO_KBeth:
@::looks innopcently at B'lee:: FCO: Who me???  ::grins evilly::

CMO_Lea:
@Nuevas: Thanks again.  Perhaps we'll run into you again, under more... unusual, circumstances. ::Figures "normal" would be just about unusual enough for this crew::

TO_Salu:
#::Grabs meeks and the dead phoney and brings them to the runabout::

SO_Tarrez:
::Goes through the routine cleanup scan making sure not to leave any "technology" just laying around::

OPS_Hawkes:
::monitors planetside comms for any indication they noticed us::

EO_Merna:
#::Heads back and grabs all Starfleet equipment and brings it to the shuttle.::

Nuevas:
@::nods:: CMO: Again thank you.... ::waves and heads to her own crew::


FCO_B`lee:
#::hurries everyone back to the runabout:: XO: Let's get off this heap of rock before someone notices us...

CMO_Lea:
@::Waves to Nuevas and boards the runabout::

TO_Salu:
#::ties meeks to the deck::

CEO_Rachmaninoff:
:sitting at his console like a nice little engineer::

FCO_B`lee:
#::the way he flies ... they are barely back in the runabout before they are back on the Delphyne::

Nicke:
jACTION: THE SHUTTLES ARRRIVE AT THEIR REPECTIVE SHIPS

SO_Tarrez:
::makes sure that everybody that she has been monitoring is back aboard::

OPS_Hawkes:
::closes shuttlebay doors behind runnabout::


Nicke:
<><><><><><><><><END MISSION<><><>><><><><><><>
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